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ABSTRACT

Codes for communication channels are in most
cases chosen on the basis of the signal to noise
ratio expected on a given transmission channel.
The worst possible noise condition is normally
assumed in the choice of appropriate codes such
that a specified·minimum error shall result during
transmission on the channel. Hpwever, as the noise
conditions on communication channels vary from
time to time, the use ofa particular code that meets
the specified error criteria under the assumption of
worst noise condition may not result in the
optimum utilization of the channel. One can exploit
the variations of the noise level on the channel to
increase the throughput ori a fixed bandwidth
channel without increasing the transmitter power
by the use a coding scheme that adapts itself to the
noise conditions on the channel.
An adaptive coding scheme that utilizes the
different merits of more than one frxed rate codes
and the noise level variations on a communication
channel to achieve an increased throughput has
been implemented in this work. An adaptive coding
scheme using three fixed-rate BCH codes was
developed and implemented on a computer. The
results obtained in transmitting a given text over a
simulated channel indicate a'I improved
performance in terms ofdownload time and coding
gain. The use ofthe adaptive coding scheme results
in a saving of 28% in download time and a coding
gain of 2.61 dB when compared to the performance
ofa given reference code.
·
INTRODUCTION

Error control coding (ECC) uses controlled
redundancy to detect and correct errors. The main
issue in error control coding research is to find an
effective means of adding · red.undancy to .the
message to . be sent over the communication
channels so that the receiver can fully utilize that
redundancy to detect and correct the errors and
improve the coding gain. In this introductory
fection and the section that follows the nature and

characteristics of linear codes and the basic
concepts behind the type of coding scheme used in
the implementation part of this study will be
presented.
There are many types of error control codes. Each
code is distinguished by the method used to add
redundancy and how much of this redundancy is
added to the information going out of the
transmitter. In the implementation of the coding
scheme in this study, the BCH codes that belong to
the class of cyclic codes are employed.
The block diagram shown in figure- I represents a
typical transmission system of a digital
communication system that involves coding. The
transmitter generates a sequence of binary bits
called the message sequence, designated by u.
Trans miner

Encoder

Modulator

Receiver

Decoder

Demodulator

· Figure 1 Error Control Coding path
The encoder transforms the information or message
sequence u into an encoded sequence v called the
codeword. A cooeword includes the information
bits (may be in a slightly altered form) plus the
redundancy in the form of parity checks. As the
discrete symbols are not suitable for transmission
over a physical channel, a modulator is used to
convert each output symbol of the channel encoder
into a waveform s(t) of duration T seconds. The
transmitted signal is therefore an encoded and
modulated waveform.
The waveform s(t) that enters the communication
channel may be corrupted by noise, n(t) as it
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travels over the channel. The received signal
represents a modulated signal which is corrupted
by noise, n(t) and the demodulated received signal
represent the received sequence, r. The
consequence of the additiv~ noise signal on the
received sequence, r is to create an error pattern in
the binary tuple domain. Thus, if the transmitted
codeword v has an error, what arrives at the
receiving end would be v+e, which will have an
error in every position where e has a '1 '. A
decoded received sequence u' is an estimate of a
transmitted message tuple. If there were no errors
or whatever errors did occur were correctable u'
will equal u.
However, if there ·was an
undetectable error or the decoder makes an error, u'
will be different from u. Even though there may be
many types of noise that can be present on a given
communication channel, the Additive White
'Gaussian Noise . (AWGN) is the most commonly
encountered and this is assumed for the
communication channel considered in this work. .
The following section presents a review of the
basic concepts and theory of linear block coding
schemes that would enable the automatic detection
and correction of errors that are introduced because
of the noise on the channel. This presentation is
aimed at providing sufficient background to the
basic principles of linear block coding and ·the
methods or procedures employed in the coding and
Chaudhuri and
decoding 1of the Bose,
Hocqueflghen (BCH) codes.
BASIC CONCEPTS
A binary block code is a set consisting of 2k
codewords, such that modulo-2 sum of any two
codewords is also another codeword. k is any
positive integer that is greater than or equal to 1. In
block coding the output of information source, a
sequence of binary digits "0" or "I", is segmented
into message blocks of fixed length. Each message
block denoted by u, consists of k information
'digits. There are 2k possible message blocks that
correspond to the 2k codewords of the block code.
In the development of the algebraic properties of a
block code the components of a code vector v=(vo.
v"·... vn-J ) are' treated as the coefficients of a
polynomial v(X)=v0 + v1X + ... + vn_1X""', where
v(X) is called the code polynomial of v. Each code
vector corresponds to a polynomial of degree n-1
or less.
·
·
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One of the most important subclass of linear block
codes is the cyclic code. It possesses an algebraic
structure that makes the encoding and decoding
scheme easier than the other codes [2] . An (n, k)
linear block code C is called a cyclic code if every
cyclic shift of a code vector in C is also another
code vector in C. Another important subclass of
linear block codes, which is frequently encountered
in practice, is the Hamming code, which is one of
the first linear codes devised for error correction.
The Hamming code comprises of a class of codes
having a block length for a codeword n=2m- l , and
information length k=2m·m-l, where m is any
positive integer greater than or equal to three and
corresponds to the number of parity check digits. A
Hamming code with these parameters is capable of
correcting one error per block of message [2].
Bose, Chaudhuri and Hocquenghem (BCH) Codes
are also one of a large class of powerful random
error correcting cyclic codes. BCH codes can be
viewed as a generalization of Hamming codes for
multiple-error correction. BCH codes are
characterized by the following parameters for any
positive integer, m (m~3) and t (t<2m- 1).
Block Length:
Parity Check Digits:
Minimum Distance:

n = 2m - I
n - k s; mt
dmin ~ 2t+ l

These codes are capable of correcting any
combination oft or fewer errors in a block of n '
.digits, and her.ce they are also known as t-errorcorrecting BCH codes [2].
Since the implementation part of this work is based
on BCH codes, we will hereinafter concentrate on
encoding and decoding schemes of BCH codes. In
the following some terminologies that will help us
understand linear block codes and concepts of
theGalois fields are defined and discussed.
Let v and w be binary n-tuples. The Hamming
weight of v, denoted by w(v), is defined as the
number of non-zero components . of v and the
Hamming distance betwe.en v and w, denoted by
d(v,w) is defined as the number of places where
they differ. Given a block code C, the minimum
distance dmin is defined as
dmin =Min {d(v,w):v,w £ C, v;ew}.
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This minimum distance of a linear block code is
equal to the minimum weight of its non-zero
codewords.

If the minimum distance between codewords in a
block code C is dmin, any two distinct code vectors
of C differ in at least dmin places; no error pattern of
dmm· 1 or fewer errors can change one code vector
into another [2]. Hence, a block of code with
minimum distance dmui is capable of detecting all
error patterns of dm10- l or fewer. An (n, k) linear
code is capable of detecting 2" - 2k error patterns of
length n. There arc 2k-1 undetectable error patterns.
For large n, 2k-l is much smaller than 2". The
undetectable error patterns therefore represent only
a small fraction of the total error patterns.
A block code with minimum distance dmin
guarantees correction of all error patterns of t =
[(dmin·!)/2] or fewer errors, where [(dm10-l)/2]
denotes the largest integer not greater than (dmm·
1)/2. The parameter t is callep the random-errorcorrecting capability of the code. A t-error
correcting (n, k) linear code is capable of correcting
a total of 2•·k error patterns, including those with t
or fewer errors [2]. From the above discussion we
see that the minimum distance of a block code
determines the error detection and error correction
capabilities of the code. Clearly, for a given n and
k one would like to construct a code whose
minimum distance is as large as possible.
A set consisting of two integers {O, 1} is called a
Galois Field denoted by GF (2). It is a commutative
group under binary addition and binary
multiplication. A polynomialj(X) over GF(2) with
one variable X and with coefficients from GF(2)
has the form, j(X) =lo + fiX + fiX 2 + ... + fnX" ,
where f; = 0 or 1 for 0 ~ i ~ n. A polynomial p•'.X)
over GF(2) of degree m is said to be irreducible if
p(X) is not divis1ble by any polynomial over GF(2)
of degree less than m but greater than zero. On the
other hand any irreducible polynomial over GF(2)
of degree m divides X 2.. -I + I . An irreducibl~
polynomial p(X) of degree m is said to be
primitive, if the smallest positive integer n for
which p(X) divides X" + 1 is n=2m- l. It is not easy
to recognize a primitive polynomial. However,
there arc tables for irreducible polynomial~ in
which primitive polynomials are. listed in power,
polynomial or m-tuple forms of representation [2].
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Galois Field denoted by GF(2m) is an extension
field of GF(2) and has 2m elements. In addition to
'O' and 'l' symbols of GF(2), GF(2m) has a new
symbol 'o.'. It is generated from a primitive
polynomial over GF(2) of degree m. The new
symbol o. is a root of the primitive polynomial over
GF(2m) which consists the set F = {O, 1, a, o.2, ... ,

a 2• - i} with 2m distinct elements. A smallest
degree polynomial, +(X), .over GF(2) such that
+CP)=O is called the minimal polynomial of element
P in a Galois field. It can qe obtained using
Equation l, where e is the smallest integer such

/3 2•

/3 2• are

that,
=P.
conjugates of p.

; (x )=

..

f( (x
;

called

the

+ p ,. )

distinct

(1)

Encoding & Decoding Schemes of BCH Codes
Encoding and decoding schemes of BCH codes are
based on generator polynomials and the systematic
structure of codewords. In an (n, k) BCH code
there exists a minimum degree code polynomial,
g(X), known as the generator polynomial of the
code. Every other code polynomial is a multiple of
g(X) and every linear polynomial of degree n-1 or
less that is a multiple of g(X) is a code polynomial.
The degree of g(X) is equal to the number ofparity
check digits of the code. Generator polynomials
have the following form:
g(X) = 1 + g,X + ... + g•.k·lx•·k·I

+ x•·k (2)

A binary n-tuple v = (v0, v1• v2• ..•, v•. 1) is a codeword
of a t-error-correcting BCH code if and only if the
polynomial v(X) = v0 t v1X + v2X2 + ... +.v.,1x•·1 ,
has a, a 2, o.3, ••• , a 21 as its roots. Generator
polynomial, g(X), of a t-error-correcting l3CH code
of length 2m - 1 is the lowest-degree code
polynomial over GF(2).
For BCH codes g(X) is the least common multiple
of +i(X) and is given by

where +;(X), i=t,2, .... 2t-l,
polynomial of ai [2].

is

the

minimal

A desirable property linear cyclic block codes in
general, and the BCH code in particular, have to
possess is tl:te systematic structure of their
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codewords. This structure is essentially a
concatenation of (n-k) parity check bits and · k
message bits.

+ u*_;xk-t in polynomial form] are shifted into
the circuit and simultaneously into the
communication channel. Shifting the message
u(X) into the circuit from the front end is
equival.ent to pre-multiplying u(X) by xn·k. As
soon as the complete message has entered the
circuit,. the n-k digits in the register form the
remainder b(X) and thus they are the parity
check digits.

Every code polynomial v(X) in an (n, k) BCH code
can be expressed as
v(X) = u(X)g(X)
= (uo + u1X + ... + Ut.1Xk- t)g(X)

(4)

where the coefficients of u(X) are the k
information digits to be encoded, g(X) is generator
polynomial of the code and v(X) is the
corresponding code polynomial. Hence, encoding
of a BCH code can be achieved by multiplying the
message sequence, u(X) by the generator
polynomial, g(X). However, the codewords
obtained using this method do not have . the
required systematic structure. To put the codewords
into systematic structure the following three steps
are required [2).

I. Pre-multiply the message sequence u(x) by xn·k
2. Obtain a remainder b(X) from dividing xn-k
u(X) by the generator polynomial, g(X). The
remainder b(X) is the parity-check polynomial.

3. Combine b(X) and xn-ku(X) co obtain the

2.

Break the feedback connection by turning off
the gate.

3.

Shift the parity-check digits out and send them
into the channel. These n-k parity-check digits
ho. b1. . . ., bn·k-J together with the k
information digits, form a complete code
vector.

Decoding Schemes
One of the major parts of the decoding scheme for
a BCH code is the computation of the syndrome of
the received vector. For a t-error-correcting BCH
code the syndrome is a 2t-tuple,

whose ith component of the syn.drome is given by

desired code polynomial,

S; = r(a;)
v(X)= b(X) + xn·ku(X) .

(5)

All the above three steps can be implemented using
the division circuit shown in Fig. 3.
The encoding operation is carried out as follows:
I.

=~
• •O

+ r I a;+ r2a 2; +

+ rn·l""
...,(n·lli

(6)

for I ~ i $ 2t, where r(X)=r0+r 1X+r 2X2+...+rn.
1
is a received polynomial version of the
1xn·
transmitted code polynomial v(X)=v0+v1X+v2X2+..
,+vn.1X"· 1•

With the gate turned on, the k information
digits ulh u 1, .. . Ut.1 [or u(X) = u 0 + u1X + ...

Figure 2 Encoding Circuit for an (n, k) BCH code
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The syndrome components can also be computed
from "the error pattern e(X) as follows.

The above equations are related to the svndrome
components of the received vector by the following
Newton's identities.
S1 + 01 = 0
S2 + o,S, + 202 = 0
S3 + 01S2 + 02S1 + 303,; 0

Since a, a 2, a 3, .•. ,
a 2' are roots of code
polynomial v(a;) = 0, and the i1h component of the
syndrome S; = e(a;)
for I ~ i ~ 2t. If the error
pattern has v errors at locations xi', xi 2, ••• , xiv
where 0 ~ j 1< ... < jv < n.; then the error pattern
can be expressed as

(7)
The syndrome components corresponding to this
error pattern are given by

In the set of Eq. (8) the ~ 1 , ai 2 , ~ 3 , ... , aiv are
unknown.. variables. Any method of solving this set
of equations can be a decoding algorithm for BCH
codes [2]. Once ~ 1 , aP., ai3, ... , ~v are found the
powers j" j 2, ... , j v determine the error locations in
e(X). For convenience, we can define the error
location numbers as

/31 :;;;; ah for

1 ~ I ~ v. In

terms of the error location numbers, Eq. (8)'can be
written in an expanded form as follows

s, = p, + P2 + ... + Pv
2
2
2
S2 = P t + P 2 + · · · + P v
(9)

Now let us define the following polynomial:
o(X) = (I+ p,X)(I + P2X) ... (1 + PvX)
= Oo + o,X + 02X2 + ... + OvXv
(IO)
The roots of o(X) are the inverses of the error
109ation numbers. For this reason, o(X) is often ·
referred to as the error-location-polynomial. It is
an unknown polynomial whose coefficients must
be determined [2]. The -coefficients of o(X) can be
expressed in terms of the error location
numbers,

/31 :;;;; ah
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(12)
Sv + o,Sv·I + ... + Ov.1S1 + VOv = 0
Sv+I + 01Sv + ... + Ov.1S2 + o,,S, = 0

If it is possible to evaluate the elementary functions
oi, o 2, ... , Ov from Eq. (12), the error location
numbers Pi. P2, . . ., Pv can be found by
determining the roots of error location polynomial
o(X). From the above development we can
conclude that the error-correcting procedure for
BCH codes consists of the following three major
steps.
I.

Compute the syndrome S = (Si. S2, ... , S2,)
from the received polynomial r(X).

2.

Determine the error location polynomial, o(X),
from the syndrome components.

3.

Determine the error location numbers (Pi. p 2, .
.., Pv) from roots of o(X) and perform the
error correction

Peterson [2] devised the decoding algorithm that
carries out these three steps. Step-2 is the most
complicated part of decoding a BCH code. In what
follows, two algorithms that are used to find the
error location polynomial and the error ·location
numbers are outlined.

Berlekamp's Iterative Algorithm
This algorithm uses Eqs. (13), (14) and (15), Table
1 and the flow chart of figure-4 to find the error
location polynomial, o(X). If the polynomial has
degree greater than t, there are more than t errors in
the received polynomial r(X), . and generally it is
not possible to locate t~em.
The following quantity

using Eq. (IO).

s

dµ = sµ+I +01 <11. >sµ+02<11>sµ-1 + ... +01µ<11> µ+1-1µ.

Oo = 1, 01 = P1 + P2 + ... + Pv = S,
02 = P1P2 + P2P3 + ... + Pv-tPv
(I I)

(13)

is called the ;.lh step discrepancy. If dµ = 0, the
coefficients of 0<11>(X) satisfy the(µ+ lYh Newton's
identity and
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Table-I: ·Iteration process to obtain Error Location
Potvnom1a
I
. 1
o<11>(X)
µ
µ-I.. .
d ..
I..

(14)

"* 0 the coefficients of oM(X) do not satisfy
the (µ + . l)'h Newton's identity and a correction
term must be added to 0<11>(X) to obtain 0<11+1>(X).
To accomplish this, one goes back to the steps prior
to the µ 1h step and finds a polynomial o<Pl(X) at step
p, where the p1h discrepancy dp "* 0 and the term (p
- Ip) has the largest value,where Ip is the degree of
o<P>(X). J'hen the 0<1>+l)(X) polynomial is given by
If d.,

-1
0

1.

l

l

Si

0

o.

-1
0

1
2t
Chien's Search and Substitute Algorithm
The last step in the decoding· procedure of a BCH
code is finding the error-location numbers. Errorlocation numbers are reciprocals of the roots of the
error location polyJlomial, o(X). The roots of o(X)
can be found simply by substituting all possible
Galois field elements except zero, i.e., a, a 2, ... ,
a 0 ' 1' a 0 where n=2m- l into o(X). If a' is found to

This is the minimum degree polynoftlial whose
coefficients satisfy the first(µ+ 1) th Newton's
identities.

be a root of o(X) then its inverse a n-t is an errorlocation number and the received vector has error
at location n-I, i.e. the received digit r ,,_1 is an
error digit. Chien's algorithm for searching errorlocation numbers is illustrated in the flow chart of
Fig. 4.

S • re

Co111i pule Sy11droin c of 11lc rucivc4
•CCIOf! S 1. $ 1• ••. , $ ,,

o'-•t x) •I ;

"·•I;

• I

1,. •

o:

• -1

oh '"( X>• Eq . 1$;
1. •' •

M ••(/•• I, + JI • p)

Figure 3 Berlekanip's Iterative Algorjthm
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6rror h as nol o'ccurrcd

on r.

1

r• .

1 •

r. ·•+ I

Figure 4 Chien's Search and Substitute Algorithm
To decode rn.J the decoder forms the sum o(a1) = l
+ 01a1 + 02a21 + . '. . + ovav1. If this sum is zero,
then a 1 is a root of o(X) and rn.J is not correctly
received. Adding 'l' to r#.1 can do the correction. If
the sum is not zero rn.1 is correctly received and
.there is no need of correction. In this way the
decoder decodes each bit one by one starting from
the last bit and produces the decoded vector. If the
number of errors is less than or equal to t, then a t~
error-correcting BCH code will recover· the
transmitted codeword, otherwise the decoder
commits an error.

IMPLEMENTATION
Three BCH codes, Triple-error-correcting (15,5),
Double-error-correcting (I 5, 7) and Single-errorcorrecting (I 5,11), are selected to implement the
adaptive coding scheme. Each of these codes has
code length of 15 bits and information bits of
length k = 5, 7: and 11 respectively. The code length
ofeach of the three codes is chosen to be the same
to satisfy the constant bandwidth constraint.
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Figure 5 Plot of error Probability of the Codes
The (15,11) BCH Code is good for communication
channels with minimum noise level: It is the fastest
code when compared with tl1e· other two codes.
About' 73.3% of the total data transmitted over the
channel per codeword is infonnation bits.
However, it has the. weakest error correction
capability when compared witJ1 the other two.
When using the (15,7) code only about 46.7% of
the transmitted data represent the infonnation bits.
It is slower than the ( 15, 11) code but has better
error correction capabiljty. TI1e (15,5) BCH code
has strongest error correction capability, when
compared witJ1 tJ1e other two cqdes. This capability
is aehieved at the expense of information transfer
rate. Out of the 15 bits to be transmitted per block
about 67% are overhead bits required for forward
error correction (FEC) and only 33% represent the
information bits. Tius would be tJ1e preferred code
for communication channels tJ1at may be affected
by strong noise.
TI1e error probability over a transmission charmel is
a function of the transition probabilities of the
channel. The transition probabilities can be
calculated from the knowledge of the signal used,
the probability disttibution of the noise on the
channel and the output quantization tlrreshold (4).
Using the relationships among tJ1ese variables,
error probabilities of the tJµ-ee BCH codes are
plotted as a function of the signal level in figure-5.
Assuming that the upper-bound of the error
probability is P(E):s;l0·6 i.e. one error in a million is
acceptable for the type of communication under
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investigation, we note following characteristics of
the tlrree codes from the figure.
• Triple-error-correcting (15.5) BCH code is error
free for signal to noise ratio ~5. 185 dB.
• Double-error-correcting (15,7) BCH code is
error free for signal to noise ratio ~ 6.627 dB,
and
• Single-error-correcting ( 15, 11) BCH code is
error free for signal to noise ratio~ 8.513 dB.
Adaptive Coding Scheme
TI1is work is based on tJ1e optimal utilization of a
channel that basically demands tJ1e (15,5) BCH
code for error free transmission. We carmot use the
other two codes on this channel witJ1out increasing
the transmitter power level. The transmitter power
level available for tJ1e adaptive coding scheme is
equal to tJ1e level required for tJ1e (15,5) BCH code.
The bandwidth assigned for the adaptive coding
scheme is also equal to tJ1e bandwidth tJiat is
assigned for tJ1e (15,5) BCH code. TI1e information
transfer rate tJut we seek ' to achieve using the
adaptive coding scheme is to be greater than the
one that can be achieved using tJ1e (15,5) BCH
code
Measures of Performance
TI1e perfonnance of an adaptive coding scheme as
compared to a fixed code suitable for a particular
noisy communication channel can be measured by
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the download-time-saving and Code Gair attained
by the adaptive coding scheme.
Download Time
Suppose that 6Tr and 6T. are the download time
required by a reference f,,,:ed code and an adaptive
coding scheme, respectively, to complete
transferring of a given text file. The Download
Time Percentage (DTP) is then given by

DTP

(16)

The above expression indicates that if the adaptive
coding scheme is to be superior to the reference
fixed code DTP must be less than 'l 00%.
Accordingly, as the value of DTP decreases, the
performance with respect to the speed of the
adaptive coding scheme will increase.
Percentage Time Saved (PTS can be an alternative
measure of speed to DTP and is given by

PTS = (1- DTP)*100%

(17)

It indicates the time saving attained on file transfer
duration because of the introduction of adaptive
coding scheme. Larger values of this percentage
indicate more effective utilization of the channel
bandwidth.
Code Gain
To measure the code gain of an adaptive coding
scheme, another fixed rate code, in addition to the
reference fixed rate code, needs to be employed for
comparison purposes.
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Let C,, be the reference fixed rate code and Cnr be
the new fixed rate code. Assume that the channel
remains error free, for C,r when the carrier power
level is at X0 dB ahd for Cnr when the carrier power
level is at Xr dB.
Let r,r be information transfer rate attained by Cn
when the carrier power level is at X0 dB. Further,
let r;. be information transfer rate attained by the
adaptive coding scheme used on the same channel
when transmitter carrier level is also set at X-0 dB.
Clearly, r;. > r;r. The new fixed rate code, Cnr, is
required to have information transfer rate equal to
r;. when its transmitter carrier level is set at Xr dB.
Code length, n, of the codes to be used on the
channel under investigation shall remain constant
in order to comply with the constant bandwidth
constraint. Hence to attain the required information
transfer rate r;., the new fixed rate code, Cnr, shall
be chosen such that its code length equals that of
Crr and the number of overhead bits is smaller than
that of Cn, i.e., longer information bits per
codeword for Cnr· This implies that the new fixed
code has weak error correction capability and
hence demands larger transmitter carrier level for
error free transmission over the channel. Xr is
therefore, greater than X-O.
The difference between these levels, CG=Xr~ is
referred to as code gain, CG, attained by the
adaptive coding scheme. CG great~r than 0 dB
indicates good performance attained by the
adaptive coding scheme over the reference fixed
rate code.
Functional Description
The transmitter-receiver system of the adaptive
coding scheme implemented in this work is shown
in ihe block diagram of Fig. 7.
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01spl•y
The Received
Tcu File

Figure 6 Block Diagram of Adaptive Coding Scheme
In what follows a functional description of each
block is presented

the output baseband signal. Mapping represents a
simplified BPSK modulation.

Text File: This block represents any text file to be
transferred from one site to another using adaptive
coding schem.e

Communication Cliattnel Simulation: The
channel assumed for the analysis is Additive White
Gaussian Noise (A WGN) channel. Hence, adding
noise to the transmitted channel symbols involves
generating Gaussian random number, scaling the
numbers according to the desired energy per
symbol to noise ratio, Es/No, and adding the scaled
Gaussian random numbers to the values of channel
symbols.

ASCII to Binary: This block perfonhs the ASCII
to Binary conversion of each character of the text
file. The output of this block is an equivalent
binary data for each character of the text file.

Buffer#]: This is a temporary storage for the
stream of binary bits.
Message Blocking: l'his block is used to segment
the binary data received from buffer# l into groups
of information blocks, u(X). The length of the
consecutive information blocks is determined by
the signal from SWO unit

Systematic Encoder: This block encodes the input
message block in systematic form as explained in
section-ID. One of the three encoders is set online
at a time, based on the SWO contlol signal from
the receiving station

The noise n(t) that corrupts an A WGN ch.annel has
constant power spectral density, N0 , watts/Hz over
the entire frequency range, that is <I> 00 (f)=N 0 for all
f. This type of noise is wideband. For works with
narrowband signals, it
is mathematically
convenient to pass the noise and the desired signal
through an ideal band pass filter, having a pass
band that includes the spec~rum of the signal but is
much wider [3].
The spectral density is given by
B

·forJJ±J;I s2

Mapping: . Mapping the one/zero output of the
systematic encoder on to antipodal baseband
signaling scheme provides the transmitted channel
symbols. This is simply a matter of translating
zeros to +ls and ones to - Is. This can be
accomplished by performing the operation.. Y=l2X, on each encoded output symbol, where X
represents the input binary signal and Y represent
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(18)

otherwise

The autocorrelation function of this noise signal,
which is the Fourier transform of power spectral
density, is [I]
cp10(t) = BN0 Si(Bm)

(19)
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Overhead Removal: This unit receives the output

where,

Sin

Si (B ) =

(B )

(20)

B

The power of white noise, which is also its
variance, for the band limited case, can be
computed as, [l]

(j

N

= -B

o

2

(21)

The ene,rgy p~r symbol to noise ratio,
E,
No

=

E,

E

a z /B =

B
s ~

(22)

We deal with a digital signal assumed to be
corrupted· on a bit-by-bit basis. Hence, B equals to
0.5Hz, that is a band occupied by a single bit. Jf we
set the energy per symbol Es, equal to I unit of
energy (for reference) then

~=
N

o

(23)
2

(j

From equation (23) we can conclude that, by
keeping the signal level constant (Es= l) a signal
with a given Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) can be
obtained by varying only the noise level. Therefore,
to simulate the desired channel of a given SNR,
generate an A WGN noise of variance,

z

__o_._5_ _

Es

from one of the decoders and removes the overhead
portion of the block. Length of the overhead
portion is decided by the control signal fcom SWO
unit

Buffer#2: This is a temporary storage for a stream
of received binary bits.

cr2 = cp••(O) =NJl and

a
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and add to the values of

Hillary to ASCII Conversion: This unit receives
the binary digits from buffer#2 converts them to
decimal number and then to an equivalent ASCII
character.
Text Display: The received character of the
transmitted text fiies are displayed one after the
other in the order of their arrival
Noise

Level
Measurement:
While
the
communication is in progress the adaptive coding
scheme performs noise power measurement on the
background using sequences of data collected
previously for this purpose. It calculates and
returns the sample variance of the sequences. The
unit processes the last five blocks of the transmitted
symbols at the end of reception of every block.
This number is chosen based on the accuracy of the
results obtained from repeated tests performed on
the channel. The accuracy of the output of the
measuring unit increases as the number of blocks
used for measurement increases. However, if the
number of blocks is excessively increased, it will
cause measuring delay and consequently delays the
overall trans-receive process.

/No

the channel symbols.

· Quantization:

Before decoding the received
symbols, hard-decision quantization is required to
convert the baseband signal to binary signat. In this
work the received channel symbols are quantized to
one-bit precision, i.e., if the symbol value is less
than zero it is quantized to one, otherwise it is
quantized to zero.

Systematic Decoder: This unit ·receives the output
of the quantizer. It detects errors that may occur
due to the chann~l noise. If there are correctable
errors the decoder corrects them otherwise it
commits erroneous decoding. The output of the
decoder is a. decoded codey;ord. Any of the three
decoders become online based on the control signal
received from the SWO Unit.

SW O .Unit: This unit receives the value of noise.
variance measured by the noise level-measuring
unit. It compares this value with the preset range of
noise variance and chooses a code that is
appropriate for the next transmission.
E ncoding and Decod ing Opera tions
These operations depend on a signal received from
the SWO units. As discussed in the above
paragraphs the first five blocks are processed using
a strong code, in this case the (15,5) BCH code. At
the end of reception of the fifth block the SWO unit
starts to send command signals to the units under
its control.
If the noise variance falls below the maximum
level set for the (15,11) BCH code, the SWO
instructs the transmitter and the receiver to use
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(15,11) on the next block. If the noise variance is
above the maximum level set for (15,11) BCH code
and below the maximum level set for (15,5) BCH
code, then the next information block will be
transmitted and received using (15,7) BCH code. If
the measured variance is above the maximum level
set for ( 15,7) BCH code, then the system will
configure itself for (15,5) BCH code and it remains
online until the noise level decreases.

If the noise power is sfrong and passes the
maximum level set for the (15,5) BCH code, the
system will commit erroneous decoding and it is
said to be in High Bit Error Rate (HBER) state. The
occurrence of such condition is very limited since
the channel is tested and the carrier level set for the
best margin of(l5,5) BCH code before it is used to
carry traffic.

RESULTS
·Noise Sensitivity of the Codes

(sec)

1
2
3

Code Eb/No Sample Sample
Type
[dB]
I
II
(15,11) 8.75
94
188
(15 7)
7.41
147
295
(15, 5) 4.80
206
412

Sample
Ill
281
441
618

In order to determine the noise free operation zone
of the codes several tests were made using a
program written for this purpose and the results
shown in table-3 are outained.

Ta ble 2 MeasuredN.
01se Response
Receive
Code
Measured and
Type
Eb/No(dB]
No.
Corrected
Variance
2
I
(15, ! I)
cr !> 0.06668
<! 8.75
2
3

cr2 !> 0.09078
cr2 !> 0.16557

(15, 7)
(15,
5)
'

Note
Sample-I
Sample-II
Sample-Ill

Text file ofsize 1,386 bytes
Text file ofsize 4,774 bytes
Text file ofsize 7,161·bytes

These text files were transmitted using the adaptive
coding scheme and several readings were taken.
The results are listed in table-5 .. Results obtained
using sample-III, the largest size text file, can be
taken as the overall average results .for DTP and
PTS calculation of the adaptive coding scheme.
The average DTP is about 72%, which is
equivalent to 28% average time saving. This
implies, a channel that was working using the fixed
code (I 5,5) is now able to save 28% the total
download time because of the use of the adaptive
coding scheme.
Code. Gain (CG)

Table 3: Measured Download Times
Average Download Time
No.

codes over a Si{Tlulated channel appropriate for
each of them.

<! 7.41
~

4.80

PERFORMANCES

By employing a higher transfer rate fixed code on
the channel used for adaptive coding scheme,
keeping constant bandwidth, and trying to achieve
the transmission speed achieved by the adaptive
coding scheme, coding gain of the adaptive coding
scheme can be measured. In this case the fixed
code used for this purpose is the (I S,7) BCH code.
It is chosen because it is the only available
intermediate rate code next to (15,5) BCH code of
length 15 bits that approximates the transfer rate
achieved by the adaptive coding scheme.
The time taken by this code to complete the
transmission of the sample-Ill text file is 441
seconds at the signal to noise ratio of 7.41 dB. The
average time taken by the adaptive coding scheme
to complete the transmissiQn of the same text file js
438.6 seconds at signal to noise ratio of 4.8 dB.
Actually the speed achieved by the adaptive coding
scheme is better than the speed achieved by (15,7)
BCH code. For the purpose of this measurement
these speeds can be assumed comparable and hence
the difference between the levels of the two signal
Jo noise ratios can be considered as the coding gain
a~tained by the adaptive coding scheme.

Download Time

Table-4 shows average downloa4 times (in
seconds) required to complete the transfer of three
sample text files of various sizes by each fixed rate
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CG = SNR of(l5,7) - SNR of the Scheme
= 7.41 - 4.8 [dB]= 2.61 dB
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Table 4: Calculated DTP and PTS
Download Time (Sec)
Description
Samples
I
II
III
Trial No. 1
125
326
365
140
323
347
Trial No. 2
118
279
570
Trial No. 3
161
230
Trial No. 4
562
172
296
349
Trial No. 5
143.2
290.8
438.6
Average, AT 1
ATr
Average, DTP

206
69.5%

412
71.6%

618
72%

Avera2e. PTS

30.5%

28.4%

28%
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In general the overall performance of the
implemented· adaptive coding scheme over a
channel suitable only for ( 15,5) BCH code is better
than the performance of a (15,7) BCH code on its
own channel.
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From Table 5 we can see that the recorded
download times for a given sample text file at
different tria)s are different. This is because of
noise level variations, which force the coding
· scheme to use one of the three codes for longer
time than the others. For instance if the noise level
is strong the (15,5) BCH code will be or;iline for
most of the time and if noise level is weak the
(15,11) or (15,7) BCH codes will be the dominant
codes that will be employed on the channel. The
variability of the DTP that are observed in Table 5
are the consequences of this phenomenon.
Furthermore, since the speed attained by the
adaptive coding scheme is greater than the speed
attained by (15,7) BCH code, we can surmise that
the code gain is better than 2.61 dB.
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